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Abstract

We consider some problems about pairs of disjoint NP sets. The theory of these sets with
a natural concept of reducibility is, on the one hand, closely related to the theory of proof
systems for propositional calculus, and, on the other, it resembles the theory of NP completeness.
Furthermore, such pairs are important in cryptography. Among others, we prove that the Broken
Mosquito Screen pair of disjoint NP sets can be polynomially reduced to Clique–Coloring pair
and thus is polynomially separable and we show that the pair of disjoint NP sets canonically
associated with the Resolution proof system is symmetric.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The subject of study of this paper is the concept of pairs of disjoint NP sets. Thus
instead of studying sets (or in other words, languages), the most common object in
complexity theory, we study pairs of sets and we require, moreover, that they are dis-
joint and that they belong to NP. Pairs of disjoint sets have been studied by Grollmann
and Selman in connection with complexity theoretical foundations of cryptography [7].
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Razborov has shown that such pairs are naturally associated to some formal systems, in
particular, proof systems for propositional calculus and systems of bounded arithmetic
[15].
There is a natural concept of polynomial reducibility between pairs of disjoint sets.

We say that a pair (A; B) is polynomially reducible to (C;D) if there is a polynomial
time computable function f deHned on all strings such that f maps A into C and B
into D. (Note that polynomial reducibility does not imply that the corresponding sets
are polynomially (Karp) reducible.) We say that two pairs are polynomially equiva-
lent, if they are mutually polynomially reducible. Reducibility among pairs deHnes a
quasiordering of pairs. The classes of equivalent elements in this quasiordering will
be called, as usual, degrees. Thus the degree of a pair is the class of pairs that are
equivalent to it. We say that a pair (A; B) is polynomially separable, if there exists a
function f computable in polynomial time such that f is 0 on A and it is 1 on B.
We shall also study propositional proof systems, a concept that is very much re-

lated to pairs of disjoint NP sets. A general propositional proof system, as deHned by
Cook and Reckhow [6], is simply a nondeterministic algorithm for the set of proposi-
tional tautologies. There are several well-studied concrete systems, coming from logic,
automated reasoning and others. Proof systems can be compared using the relation of
polynomial simulation (see Section 3 for deHnitions). It has been conjectured that there
is no strongest propositional proof system.
Razborov [15] associated a pair of disjoint NP sets in a natural way to each proof

system: roughly speaking, one set is the set of tautologies that have short proofs in
the given system, the other is the set of non-tautologies. This relation gives a reason
to believe that in the lattice of the degrees of pairs there is no biggest element. It
seems that the lattice of degrees of pairs reJects the strength of the systems, hence
there should not exist a biggest degree of a pair (unless we deHne it as the degree
of pairs that are not disjoint), but we are not able to derive this statement from
the standard complexity theoretical conjectures such as P �=NP. Most people believe
that P �=NP∩ coNP, which implies that there are pairs of disjoint NP sets that are
not polynomially separable. However, the only concrete sets in NP∩ coNP that are
conjectured not to belong to P come from cryptography. (In cryptography one assumes
even more, namely, that there exists a set A∈NP∩ coNP such that a random element
of A cannot be distinguished from a random non-element of A using a probabilistic
algorithm with probability signiHcantly larger than 1

2 .) Also one can easily show that
P �=UP implies the existence of a pair of polynomially inseparable NP sets [7].

In this paper we show that a pair called Broken Mosquito Screen, introduced by
Haken [5] is polynomially separable. Pairs similar to BMS have been proposed for bit
commitment schemas in cryptography. The polynomial separability implies that such
schemas are not secure. Furthermore, we show simple monotone reductions between
BMS and the Clique–Coloring pair. Hence one can deduce exponential lower bounds on
monotone boolean circuits for BMS [5] and Clique–Coloring [14] one from the other.
Note that all lower bounds on monotone computation models, with the exception of
Andrejev’s [2], are in fact lower bounds on devices separating two NP sets.
In Section 3 we consider some basic relations between proof systems and disjoint

NP pairs. This section contains some new observations, but mostly it is a survey of
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simple basic facts. It is mainly intended as a brief introduction into the subject for
those who are not experts in it.
In Section 4 we shall show a symmetry property of the pair associated to the Res-

olution proof system. This is not a surprising result, as such properties have been
already established in Razborov’s original paper for stronger systems. The reason for
presenting the reduction explicitly is that Resolution is relatively weak, so it does not
share all good properties of strong systems. Furthermore, we would like to understand
this pair and, possibly, to Hnd a simpler combinatorial characterization of its degree.

2. The broken mosquito screen pair

De�nition 1. The BMS pair is a pair of sets of graphs (BMS0; BMS1) such that
• BMS0 is the set of graphs such that for some k¿2 the graph has k2 − 2 vertices

and contains k disjoint cliques with k − 1 cliques of size k and one of size k − 2,
• and BMS1 is the set of graphs such that for some k¿2 the graph has k2−2 vertices
and contains k disjoint independent sets with k − 1 independent sets of size k and
one of size k − 2.

Clearly BMS0; BMS1 ∈NP. To prove that the two sets are disjoint, suppose that a
graph G satisHes both conditions at the same time. Each independent set of size k must
contain a vertex that is not contained in any of the cliques of size k, since there are
only k−1 such cliques and an independent set can have at most one vertex in common
with a clique. But then we get k − 1 vertices outside of the k − 1 cliques of size k,
so the graph has at least (k − 1)k + k − 1¿k2 − 1 vertices, which is a contradiction.
Thus BMS0 ∩BMS1 = ∅. This pair was introduced by Haken along with his new method
for proving exponential lower bounds on the size of monotone boolean circuits. Then,
in a joint paper with Cook [5], it was used to prove an exponential lower bound on
the size of cutting planes proofs. We deHne a modiHcation of the pair, denoted by
BMS ′, by relaxing the conditions a little. In the BMS ′ pair (BMS ′

0; BMS ′
1) we ask for

only k − 1 cliques of size k, respectively, k − 1 independent sets of size k (while
the number of vertices is as in BMS, namely k2 − 2). A very important pair is the
following Clique–Coloring pair.

De�nition 2. The CC pair is a pair of sets (CC0; CC1) such that CC0 and CC1 are
sets of pairs (G; k) with G a graph and k¿2 an integer such that
• CC0 is the set of pairs (G; k) such that G contains a clique of size k
• and CC1 is the set of pairs (G; k) such that G can be colored by k − 1 colors.

It is well-known that the CC pair is polynomially separable; the function that sepa-
rates CC is the famous � function of Lov&asz [12]. We will show a reduction of BMS ′

to CC, hence BMS ′ and BMS are also polynomially separable.

Proposition 2.1. BMS ′ is polynomially reducible to CC.
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Proof. Let G=(V; E) be a graph on k2 − 2 vertices. We assign a graph H to G as
follows. The vertices of H are (i; v), 16i6k − 1; v∈V ; ((i; v); (j; u)) is an edge in
H , if i= j and (v; u)∈E, or i �= j and v �= u. If G contains k − 1 disjoint cliques of
size k, we can take one such clique in each copy, diPerent cliques in diPerent copies,
and thus get a clique of size k2 − k in H . Now suppose G contains k − 1 disjoint
independent sets of size k. Let X be the union of these sets. Thus the graph induced
on X by G can be colored by k − 1 colors and the size of X is k(k − 1). Hence we
can color the vertices [1; k − 1]× X of H by (k − 1)2 colors. The remaining vertices
can be colored by |V\X |= k − 2 colors (by coloring (i; v) by v). Thus we need only
(k − 1)2 + k − 2= k2 − k − 1 colors. Hence G 
→ (H; k2 − k) is a reduction of BMS ′

to CC.

Corollary 2.2. The BMS pair is polynomially separable.

If a pair is polynomially separable, then, trivially, it can be polynomially reduced
to any other pair. The algorithm for separation of the CC pair is, however, highly
non-trivial, therefore the next proposition gives us additional information. Recall that
a function f is a projection, if for every Hxed input size n, the output size is a Hxed
number m and each bit of f(x) is either constant or depends on only one bit of x. In
other words, f(x) is computed by depth 0 circuits. So far it was irrelevant in what
form we represent the integers in the pairs. In the following we shall need that they
are represented in unary.

Proposition 2.3. CC is reducible to BMS ′ using a polynomial time computable
projection.

Proof. Let (G; k) be given, let G=(V; E); n= |V |. We can assume w.l.o.g. that n
is even n¿4 and k = n=2. We construct a graph H from 2k − 2 copies of G and
some additional vertices. The edges connecting the copies and the edges connecting
the additional vertices do not depend on G. Thus H is deHned as a projection of G.
The set of vertices of H is {0; 1}× [1; k−1]×V plus a set U of n elements and a set
W of n− 2 elements. A pair ((i; r; v); (j; s; u)) is an edge in H , if either i= j and r= s
and (v; u)∈E, or i= j and r �= s and v= u, or i �= j. On U we put a matching and W
will be an independent set. Every vertex of {0; 1} × [1; k − 1] × V will be connected
with every vertex of U and W , and there will be no edges between U and W . The
number of vertices of H is 2(k − 1)n+ n+ n− 2=2(n=2− 1)n+ n+ n− 2= n2 − 2.
Assume that G has a clique K of size k. Then H has k−1= n=2−1 disjoint cliques

of size 2k = n of the form {0; 1} × {r} × K . Furthermore, we get n− k = n=2 disjoint
cliques of size n by taking {0; 1}× [1; k−1]×{v}; v∈V\K together with a pair from
U . Thus H contains n− 1 disjoint cliques of size n.
Assume that �(G)6k−1. Then we can cover each of the two sets {i}×[1; k−1]×V

by k − 1 independent sets of size n by uniting the independent sets diagonally. Thus
we get 2(k−1)= n−2 disjoint independent sets of size n. On U ∪W we have another
independent set of size n=2 + n− 2¿n.
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Note that the reduction of BMS ′ to CC presented above is also a projection, thus the
two pairs are very close to each other. We believe, though we do not have a proof yet,
that a reHnement of the proof will give the same for the original BMS. Furthermore,
these projections are monotone (hence computable by linear size monotone circuits),
thus one can get exponential lower bounds on the size of monotone boolean circuits
for one pair from the other.
What are the pairs that we still believe that they are not polynomially separable?

As noted above, the most likely inseparable pairs are from cryptography. Any bit
commitment schema that we believe is secure gives such a pair. For instance, the
encryption schema RSA can be used to encode a single bit by using the parity of
the encrypted number. Thus one set is the set of codes of odd numbers and the other
consists of the codes of even numbers. Every one-way permutation can be used to
deHne an inseparable pair. All these pairs are based on number theory. Pairs based on
pure combinatorics are rather scarce. A somewhat combinatorial pair of disjoint NP
sets is implicit in the lower bound on monotone span programs of [3]. This pair is
based on bipartite graphs with special properties. There are two known constructions
of such graphs. The Hrst construction uses deep results from commutative algebra, the
second uses deep results from number theory. We do not know a polynomial time
separation algorithm for these pairs, but also we do not have any particular reasons to
believe that they are not separable.
Razborov [15] deHned another interesting type of pairs of disjoint NP sets. Let

t :N → N be a polynomial time computable function; let sn : {0; 1}n → {0; 1}, n=
1; 2; : : : be a sequence of boolean functions such that sn cannot be computed by circuits
of size 2t(n) + 1. Denote by SIMPLEt the set of truth tables of boolean functions that
can be computed by circuits of size t(n), and by SIMPLE⊕s

t the set of truth tables of
boolean functions f such that, if f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1}, then f ⊕ sn can be computed
by circuits of size t(n). Since f ⊕ (f ⊕ sn)= sn, the assumption on the complexity
of sn implies that the two sets are disjoint. As every boolean function has a circuit
of size polynomial in the size of its truth table, SIMPLEt is in NP. If x 
→ sn(x)
is computable in NTime(2O(n)), then also SIMPLE⊕s

t is in NP. It is well known that
hardness of approximating the size of a minimal circuit from the truth table of a
boolean function is equivalent to the existence of pseudorandom generators. As we
believe that pseudorandom generators do exist, the latter fact supports our belief that
such pairs are polynomially inseparable.
Here is another pair that we do not know how to separate.

De�nition 3. The MMMT (Monotone-Min-Max-Term) pair is the pair of sets
(MMMT0; MMMT1) in which both sets are sets of some pairs (C; k); C a monotone
circuit and k a number and
• MMMT0 is the set of pairs such that C has k + 1 disjoint minterms,
• MMMT1 is the set of pairs such that C has a maxterm of size k.

We suspect, however, that MMMT can be reduced to CC, since to prove the
disjointness of the sets in the pair, essentially, only the pigeon hole principle is
needed.
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3. Propositional proof systems

In the 1970s Cook initiated systematic study of the complexity of propositional
proofs. In a joint paper with Reckhow [6] they deHned a general concept of a propo-
sitional proof system: a propositional proof system is a polynomial time computable
function S mapping all strings in a Hnite alphabet onto the set of all tautologies TAUT .
To be precise one has to specify in what language the tautologies are. In this paper
we will need only tautologies in DNF. The meaning of the deHnition is: x is a proof
of S(x). The fact that every string is a proof seems strange at Hrst glance, but, clearly,
it is only a technicality. The crucial property is that one can test in polynomial time
whether a given string is a proof of a given formula.
Propositional proof systems are quasi-ordered by the relation of polynomial sim-

ulation. We say that P polynomially simulates S, if there exists a polynomial time
computable function f such that P(f(x))= S(x) for all x. Thus given an S proof x of
a formula & (i.e. &= S(x)), f Hnds a P proof f(x) of this formula (i.e. &=P(f(x))).
As in the next section we will consider the resolution proof system, which is a

refutation system, we shall often talk about refutations, i.e., proofs of contradiction
from a given formula, rather than direct proofs. Again, this is only fac6on de parler.
Disjoint NP pairs are closely related to propositional proof systems. Following [15]

we deHne, for a proof system S; REF(S) to be the set of pairs (&; 1m), where & is
a CNF formula that has a refutation of length 6m in S and 1m is a string of 1’s of
length m. Furthermore, SAT ∗ is the set of pairs (&; 1m) where & is a satisHable CNF
and m is an arbitrary natural number. We say that (REF(S); SAT ∗) is the canonical
NP pair for the proof system S.
The polynomial reducibility quasi-ordering of canonical pairs reJects the polynomial

simulation quasi-ordering of proof systems.

Proposition 3.1. If P polynomially simulates S, then the canonical pair of S is poly-
nomially reducible to the canonical pair of P.

Proof. The reduction is given by (&; 1m) 
→ (&; 1p(m)), where p is a polynomial bound
such that |f(x)|6p(|x|) for all x.

It is possible, however, to give an example of two systems that are not equivalent
with respect to polynomial simulation, but still have canonical pairs mutually polyno-
mially reducible. We will give the example a few lines below.
The main problem about canonical pairs is, how hard it is to distinguish elements of

one of the sets from the elements of the other set, in particular, is the pair polynomially
separable? This question is related to the so-called automatizability of a proof system.
A proof system S is automatizable, if there exists a polynomial time algorithm that for
a given formula & and a number m Hnds a refutation of & in time polynomial in m,
provided a refutation of length at most m exists. The following is trivial:

Lemma 3.2. If S is automatizable, then the canonical pair of S is polynomially
separable.
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The converse may be not true, but the following weaker statement is true.

Lemma 3.3. If the canonical pair of S polynomially separable, then there exists a
proof system S ′ which polynomially simulates S and which is automatizable.

Proof. Let f be a polynomial time computable function that is 0 on REF(S) and 1 on
SAT ∗. In the proof system S ′ a refutation of & is a sequence 1m such that f(&; 1m)= 0.
Formally, we deHne S ′ by S ′(w)=&, if w=(&; 1m) and f(&; 1m)= 0; S ′(w)= x1∨¬x1
otherwise. A polynomial simulation of S by S ′ is the function w 
→ (S(w); 1|w|).

Corollary 3.4. The canonical pair of a proof system S is polynomially separable i8
there exists an automatizable proof system S ′ that polynomially simulates S.

The last corollary shows that from the point of view of proof search the problem
of the polynomial separation of the canonical pair is more important than automatiz-
ability. For example, assuming a reasonable complexity theoretical conjecture, it has
been established that Resolution is not automatizable [1]. But this does not exclude
the possibility that an extension of Resolution is automatizable. To show that the latter
possibility is excluded means to prove that the canonical pair of Resolution is not poly-
nomially separable. (Thus the relation of these two concepts is similar to undecidability
and essential undecidability of Hrst order theories in logic.)

3.1. Interpolation and re9ection

We shall mention two more concepts that are connected with disjoint NP pairs. The
Hrst is the feasible interpolation property. We say that a system S has the feasible
interpolation property if, given a proof of a formula

&( Rx; Ry) ∨  ( Rx; Rz); (1)

in which Rx; Ry; Rz are strings of distinct propositional variables, one can construct in
polynomial time a boolean circuit C with the property

C( Rx) = 0 ⇒ &( Rx; Ry) and C( Rx) = 1 ⇒  ( Rx; Rz):

The meaning of this is that the sets { Rx;∃ Ry¬&( Rx; Ry)} and { Rx;∃ Rz¬ ( Rx; Rz)}, which have
polynomial size non-deterministic boolean circuits, can be separated by a polynomial
size (deterministic) circuit. If we had a sequence of formulas of the form above given
uniformly in polynomial time and also their proofs given in this way, we would get,
from the feasible interpolation property, a pair of disjoint NP sets and a polynomial
time separation algorithm for them. On the other hand, given an NP set A, we can
construct (in fact, generate uniformly in polynomial time) a sequence of formulas .n

such that for | Rx|= n; Rx∈A iP ∃ Ry .n( Rx; Ry). So the statement that two NP sets are
disjoint can be expressed as a sequence of formulas of the form 1.
Consequently: feasible interpolation means that whenever we have short proofs that
two NP sets are disjoint, then they can be polynomially separated.
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Now we sketch the promised example of the two non-equivalent proof systems with
essentially the same canonical pair. In [13] we have shown (using the feasible inter-
polation property) that in the cutting planes proof system CP the tautology expressing
the disjointness of sets of the pair CC has only exponentially long proofs. Note that
the disjointness of the CC pair is based on the pigeon hole principle: it is not possible
to color a k-clique by k − 1-colors. This may seem paradoxical, as the pigeon hole
principle has polynomial size proofs in CP. The explanation is that in order to use the
pigeon hole principle we need to deHne a mapping and the mapping from the clique
to the colors cannot be deHned using the restricted means of CP. In CP one can use
only linear inequalities with propositional variables. To deHne the mapping we need
quadratic terms, namely, terms of the form xiyj for xi coding a vertex of the clique
and yj coding a color.
So let us deHne an extension of CP, denoted by CP2 that allows quadratic terms.

What it means precisely is the following. Given a formula with variables x1; : : : ; xn
we allow in its proofs inequalities with terms of the form xi and xixj for i¡j (and,
of course, constants). On top of the axioms (06xi61) and rules (rational positive
linear combinations and the rounding up rule) of CP the proofs of CP2 may use the
following axioms about the quadratic terms:

06 xixj 6 1; xixj 6 xi; xixj 6 xj; xi + xj 6 xixj + 1:

In particular the rounding up rule states that given an inequality
∑

i
aixi +

∑

i;j
bi;jxixj ¿ c;

with ai; bi; j integers, we can derive
∑

i
aixi +

∑

i;j
bi;jxixj ¿ �c�:

One can show that in this system the CC tautology has polynomial size proofs. Here
is a hint. To construct the proof directly in CP2 is not quite easy. Thus, instead, use
the fact that CP simulates Resolution, hence CP2 simulates Resolution augmented with
conjunctions of pairs of variables. In such a system it is routine to derive the PHP
clauses for the composition of the two mappings (the mapping from a k-element set
into the graph and the mapping from the graph into k−1 colors). After translating the
clauses back to CP2 we can use the easy fact that CP (and hence CP2 for inequalities
with quadratic terms) proves PHP.
The key to prove that the canonical pair of CP2 is polynomially reducible to the one

of CP, is the observation that though the quadratic terms xixj are written as compound
terms, they can be interpreted as just another type of variables (indexed by two indices).
We can think of CP2 as CP with an additional variable xi; j for each pair of variables
xi and xj. Put diPerently, xi; j are extension variables representing the products. Thus
the reduction is the following mapping: (&; 1m) 
→ (&′; 1p(m)) with &′ expressing that
the above axioms for quadratic terms imply &. Since CP is a refutation system, we
can think of & as a set of inequalities from which we want to derive a contradictory
inequality and then &′ is the union of this set with the inequalities for all quadratic
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terms formed from variables occurring in &. p(m) is a suitable polynomial overhead. 3

Thus we have shown:

Proposition 3.5. The proof system CP does not polynomially simulate the proof sys-
tem CP2, but their canonical pairs are polynomially equivalent.

The last property of proof systems that we mention in this paper is the reJection
property. We say that a system S has the re9ection property if the formulas

¬3S;n;m( Rx; Ry) ∨ ¬4n( Rx; Rz)

have polynomial size proofs, where 3S;n;m( Rx; Ry) is a propositional formula that expresses
that ‘y is an S refutation of length m of formula x of length n’ and 4n( Rx; Rz) is a
propositional formula that expresses that ‘z is a satisfying assignment of formula x
of length n’. Furthermore, we will assume that the proofs of these formulas are given
uniformly by a polynomial time algorithm. The meaning of the formulas, actually
tautologies, is that either the formula x has no refutation of length m or it is not
satisHable. Thus reJection of S means that we can generate in polynomial time proofs
of propositional instances of the statement REF(S)∩ SAT ∗ = ∅.

Proposition 3.6. If a proof system has both feasible interpolation and re9ection prop-
erties, then its canonical pair is polynomially separable.

Proof. ReJection means that one can eTciently generate proofs of the tautologies
expressing the disjointness of the canonical pair. Feasible interpolation property means
that any NP pair that has such proofs is polynomially separable. Hence the canonical
pair is polynomially separable.

A version of the feasible interpolation by associating another pair of disjoint NP sets
to a proof system. For a proof system P, let

DP = {(&;  ; d); & and  do not share variables and d is a P-proof of & ∨  }:

We deHne the interpolation pair of P by (I 0P; I
1
P) with

I 0P = {(&;  ; d) ∈ DP; ¬& ∈ SAT}; I 1P = {(&;  ; d) ∈ DP; ¬ ∈ SAT}:

The version of the feasible interpolation property is the statement that the interpolation
pair is polynomially separable. The above proposition can be interpreted as: if a system
has reJection, then its canonical and interpolation pairs are polynomially equivalent.

3 The Lov&asz–Schrijver system combined with CP that we considered in [13] seems not to be strong
enough to polynomially simulate CP2, as it does not allow applying the rounding up rule to quadratic
inequalities.
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We know of strong systems that have reJection property (see [8, Theorems 9.1.5
and 9.3.4]), 4 we also know of weak systems that have feasible interpolation property,
but we have no example of a proof system that has both properties. Note that the last
proposition can be reHned. Namely, to prove the polynomial separation of the canonical
pair of a system S we only need to have short P proofs of the reJection principle for
S in some, possibly stronger, system P that has the feasible interpolation property.
We think that it is unlikely that for any of the studied systems the canonical pair is
polynomially separable. In order to give a partial justiHcation of this conjecture we
shall show that CP does not have reJection property. In fact, we can show a little
more.

Theorem 3.7. Every CP proof proof of

¬3CP;n;m( Rx; Ry) ∨ ¬4n( Rx; Rz) (2)

(the tautology expressing the re9ection principle for CP) has size 2n
6(1)

.

The proof has two main steps. First, we observe that in Proposition 3.6, if the
proof system satisHes monotone feasible interpolation (see [8] for the deHnition), then
the conclusion can be strengthened to a separation by monotone boolean circuits of
polynomial size. We recall that CP has the monotone feasible interpolation property.
Second, we shall show a polynomial monotone reduction from BMS ′ to the canonical
pair of CP. 5

Let G=(V; E) be a graph on k2−2 vertices. We express the condition that G ∈BMS0
as the following set of linear inequalities. Let A1; : : : ; Ak−1 be pairwise disjoint sets of
size k. Let A denote their union. We use propositional variables xi; v for i∈A and v∈V .
These variable encode a one-to-one mapping from A to V , which is expressed by the
clauses:
(i)

∑

v∈V
xi; v¿1 for i∈A,

(ii) xi; v + xj; v61 for i; j∈A; i �= j; v∈V ,
(iii) xi; v + xi; u61 for i∈A; v; u∈V; v �= u.
The images of At determine cliques in G, which is expressed by:
(iv) xi; v + xj; u61 for i; j∈At; t=1; : : : ; k − 1; v; u∈V; (v; u) =∈E.
The reduction is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8. If G ∈BMS1 then there is a polynomial size proof of the fact that
G =∈BMS0 in CP.

4 For a logician this may look surprising, since reJection principles for Hrst order theories are stronger
than consistency and even the latter is unprovable by GUodel theorem. Furthermore, reJection for strong
enough propositional proof systems is equivalent to their consistency [8].

5 I could also use the CC pair, but I had written a piece of a proof for BMS′ that I can use here now.
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Lemma 3.9. Given clauses yi + yj61 for 16i¡j6n, one can derive the clause

n∑

i=1
yi 6 1 (3)

by a polynomial size CP proof. This holds also when yi are linear terms with integer
coe=cients.

Proof. We prove (3) by induction on n. The base case is trivial. To prove the induc-
tion step we assume that we already have (3). Adding the clauses with yn+1 we get∑n

i=1(yi + yn+1)6n. Adding to it (3) multiplied by n− 1 we get n
∑n+1

i=1 yi62n− 1.
Dividing by n and rounding down the right-hand side we get

∑n+1
i=1 yi61. As we

have added a piece of proof that is polynomial in n, the size of the proofs grows
polynomially.

Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let G ∈BMS1, let S1; : : : ; Sk−1 be the disjoint independent sets
of size k. Let Sk be the remaining part of the vertices. The idea of the proof is as
follows. The alleged mapping from A to V , for every t; r¡k, can map at most one
element from At to Sr . Therefore, by PHP, it has to map an element of At to Sk . As
there are k − 1 sets At and |Sk |= k − 2, we get a contradiction by another application
of PHP.
Here is how we do it formally in CP. First we get

∑

i∈At ;v∈Sr
xi;v 6 1 (4)

by applying the previous lemma to clauses (ii)–(iv) that are relevant for At and Sr .
Adding them for a Hxed t and r=1; : : : ; k − 1 we get

∑

i∈At ;v∈S1∪···∪Sk−1

xi;v 6 k − 1:

Adding (i) for i∈At , we get
∑

i∈At ;v∈V
xi;v ¿ k:

Subtracting the previous inequality we get
∑

i∈At ;v∈Sk
xi;v ¿ 1:

Adding these inequalities for t=1; : : : ; k − 1 we have
∑

i∈A;v∈Sk
xi;v ¿ k − 1:

On the other hand, summing (4) for v∈ Sk , we get
∑

i∈A;v∈Sk
xi;v6k − 2:

Thus G ∈BMS0 is refuted.
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Now we can Hnish the proof of Theorem 3.7. Consider the mapping that to a given
graph H on k2−2 vertices assigns the set of inequalities (i)–(iv) above for G=(V; E)
the complement of H . This can, clearly, be done by a polynomial monotone projection
(the more edges in H , the more equations in the set). This projection is a reduc-
tion of BMS ′ to the canonical pair of CP by Lemma 3.8. Indeed, if H ∈BMS ′

0, then
G ∈BMS ′

1 and we get, by Lemma 3.8, a polynomial size refutation of the inequalities.
If H ∈BMS ′

1, then G ∈BMS ′
0 and we get a satisfying assignment for the inequalities,

as they express the latter fact.
Now suppose there is a CP proof of (2) of size s. Since 4n( Rx; Rz) is monotone in

Rx, by the monotone feasible interpolation theorem we have a monotone circuit of size
sO(1) that separates the instances of the canonical pair of the given length. Because of
the reduction, we thus get a monotone circuit of size sO(1) that separates the instances
of BMS ′. By [5], we know that such a circuit must have size at least 26(k) (k2 − 1 is
the number of vertices). Note that the n in 4n( Rx; Rz) is polynomial in k. Hence s=26(n),
which Hnishes the proof.

A proof similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8 gives a reduction from MMMT to the
canonical pair of CP. Hence, if MMMT is not polynomially separable, neither the
canonical pair of CP is.
More recently Atserias and Bonet (personal communication) showed that also

Resolution does not have polynomial size proofs of the reJection principle for
Resolution.

3.2. Existential interpolation

Let us conclude by mentioning a weaker separation property. A pair (A; B) is called
separable by coNP sets if there exist disjoint coNP sets A′ and B′ such that A⊆A′ and
B⊆B′. We have much less evidence for believing that there exist disjoint NP pairs that
are inseparable by coNP sets. Rudich has considered a related concept in cryptography
and conjectured that the subset sum problem is an example of it [16]. Unfortunately,
we do not see how to get a pair of disjoint NP sets from the subset sum problem.
The problem is the disjointness. One can modify the concept of feasible interpolation
to this kind of separability; such a property is called existential interpolation. It is not
clear at all whether the classical systems, based on modus ponens and axiom schemas
(the so-called Frege systems, see [6,8] for the exact deHnition of Frege systems) have
this property.
The following natural property of a proof system implies existential interpolation.

Say that a proof system P has weak feasible disjunction property, if there exists
a polynomial p such that if a disjunction & ∨  , in which & and  do not share
variables, has a P proof of length n, then either & or  has a proof of length p(n).
(Clearly, if & and  do not share variables, then the disjunction is a tautology iP one of
the formulas is.) Feasible interpolation does not imply this property, but in all known
cases the proof systems with feasible interpolation property have it. It is an interesting
problem if any of the studied systems that do not have feasible interpolation property
has this property. The following observation, however, suggest that the weak feasible
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disjunction property is very unlikely to occur, unless the system is very weak (for
example that it satisHes the feasible interpolation property).
In the following proposition we need a proof system P satisfy a couple of simple

natural properties. First, given a P proof of .( Rx; Ry), and an arbitrary assignment Ra of
true and false constants to variables Rx, then there exists at most polynomially longer
P proof of .( Ra; Ry). The second property is a bit stronger. We require that given a P
proof of the fact that ¬. is not satisHable, then there is at most polynomially longer P
proof .. The last property is the reJection. For example, Frege systems have all these
properties.

Proposition 3.10. Suppose a proof system P is su=ciently strong in the sense of the
preceding paragraph and has the weak feasible disjunction property. Then for every
proposition . and a natural number m¿|.|, either
(1) there exists a P proof of . of length mO(1), or
(2) there exists a P proof d of the non-existence of a P proof of . of length m and

the length of d is mO(1).

Proof. Suppose P has all the properties required by the proposition. Let . and m be
given. Let Ra be the truth assignment coding the proposition ¬.. Substitute it into the
formula expressing the reJection principle; thus we get

¬3S;n;m( Ra; Ry) ∨ ¬4n( Ra; Rz)

and this has a polynomial size P proof. Because we have substituted constants for
the common variables, the two formulas do not share variables. Hence, by the weak
feasible disjunction property, either the Hrst one has a polynomial size proof or the
second one has. The Hrst one is case 2 of the proposition, since ¬3S;n;m( Ra; Ry) says that
¬. is not refutable. The second formula gives case 1, since ¬4n( Ra; Rz) says that ¬. is
not satisHable and we assume that this gives a polynomial size P proof of ..

The conclusion of the proposition seems unlikely, because it means that for every
proposition we either get a short proof of it, or short proofs of lower bounds on the
lengths of its proofs. But our experience rather suggests that proving lower bounds is
diTcult.

4. The NP pair of resolution

We shall consider the canonical pair of the Resolution proof system. Resolution uses
only formulas that are disjunctions of variables and negated variables (called literals);
these formulas are called clauses. The only rule of Resolution is the cut in which we
combine two clauses with a complementary literal into one, omitting the complementary
literal. A proof is a sequence of clauses such that at the beginning we have the clauses
that we want to refute and then a sequence of clauses follows such that each of these
clauses follows by an application of the resolution rule from two clauses before it. In
general, the length of a proof is the length of a binary sequence that encodes the proof.
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In Resolution the size of each step of the proof, which is a clause, is bounded by the
number of propositional variables that appear in the clauses to be refuted. Hence we
can assume w.l.o.g. that the length is simply the number of clauses in the proof.
To get more information on the pair (REF(R); SAT ∗), where R stands for the reso-

lution proof system, we prove the following symmetry property of it.

De�nition 4. A pair (A; B) is symmetric, if (A; B) is polynomially reducible to (B; A).

This property has been shown for some stronger systems using Hrst order theories
associated to the proof systems [15]. Essentially, what is done there is proving the
reJection property and deriving the symmetry of the canonical pair from it. Resolution
is weaker than such systems, in particular it is unlikely that it possesses the reJection
property. Therefore we give a direct proof of the symmetry of the canonical pair of
Resolution. The idea of the proof is to show a property that is a little weaker than
reJection, but still implies the symmetry.

Theorem 4.1. The canonical pair of Resolution is symmetric.

Proof. We need, for a given CNF & and a number m, to construct in polynomial time
a CNF  such that if & is refutable by a resolution refutation of length m, then  
is satisHable and if & is satisHable, then  is refutable by a refutation with length
polynomial in m. Let & be the conjunction of clauses C1; : : : ; Cr , let the variables in
the clauses be x1; : : : ; xn. We shall represent a refutation of & of length m by a 2n×m
matrix, plus some additional information. The columns of the matrix will encode the
clauses of the refutation. The additional information will specify for each clause that is
not an assumption, from which two clauses it has been derived. Furthermore we shall
specify the variable that was resolved in this step of the refutation.
It will be clear from the construction of  that the formula is a correct description

of a refutation, i.e., if a refutation exists, then  is satisHable. Thus the assignment
(&; 1m) 
→ ( ; 1m

′
) maps REF(R) into SAT ∗ (whatever m′ we choose).

The non-trivial part is to show that if & is satisHable, then there is a resolution
refutation of  that is polynomial in the size of & and m (the size of this proof will
determine the m′ and then we get that SAT ∗ is mapped to REF(R)). This will be
proved as follows. We take a satisfying assignment and derive gradually, for each
j= r; r + 1; : : : ; m, the clause that says that the jth clause of the proof agrees with the
satisfying assignment at least in one literal. The contradiction is obtained by using the
clauses of  that express that the last clause Cm should be empty (clauses (1) below).
Here is a detailed proof.
Variables ye; i; j ; e=0; 1; i=1; : : : ; n; j=1; : : : ; m encode clauses. Namely, y0; i; j

(resp. y1; i; j) means that ¬xi (resp. xi) is present in the clause Cj. Variables pj; k (resp.
qj; k) 16j¡k, r¡k6m say that Ck was obtained from Cj and Cj contains negated
(resp. positively) the resolved variable. Finally, variables vi; j determine that Cj was
obtained by resolving variable xi. The following are the clauses of  .
(0) y0; i; j or y1; i; j for all i and all j6r, according to which literal occurs in Cj (recall
that for j6r the clauses are given by &);
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(1) ¬ye; i;m, for all e; i (the last clause is empty);
(2) ¬y0; i; j ∨ ¬y1; i; j, for all i; j (Cj does not contain xi and ¬xi at the same time);
(3a)

∨
j¡k pj; k , (3b)

∨
j¡k qj; k , for k¿r;

(4) ¬pj; k ∨ ¬qj; k , for j¡k; r¡k;
(5) ¬pj; k ∨ ¬pj′ ; k ; ¬qj; k ∨ ¬qj′ ; k for j; j′¡k; j �= j′; r¡k ((3–5) say that there are
exactly two clauses that are assigned to Ck);
(6a) ¬pj; k ∨ ¬vi; k ∨ y0; i; j (the Cj assigned to Ck contains literal ¬xi);
(6b) ¬qj; k ∨ ¬vi; k ∨ y1; i; j (the Cj assigned to Ck contains literal xi);
(7a) ¬pj; k ∨ vi; k ∨ ¬ye; i; j ∨ ye; i; k (Ck contains Cj except for ¬xi);
(7b) ¬qj; k ∨ vi; k ∨ ¬ye; i; j ∨ ye; i; k (Ck contains Cj except for xi);
(8a)

∨
i vi; k for r¡k;

(8b) ¬vi; k ∨ ¬vi′ ; k for i �= i′; r¡k (the resolution variable xi is uniquely assigned
to Ck).
This Hnishes the description of the  that is assigned to (&; 1m). Now, given a sat-

isfying assignment (e1; : : : ; en) for C1; : : : ; Cr we construct a polynomial size refutation
from (0)–(8). We shall use the weakening rule, which is superJuous, but it simpliHes
notation. (The weakening rule is applied to add more literals to a derived clause.) Put

Dk := ye1 ;1;k ∨ : : : ∨ yen;n;k :

We shall gradually derive clauses D1; : : : ; Dm. Once we have Dm, a contradiction follows
immediately using clauses (1). Here is the detailed proof.
Clauses D1; : : : ; Dr follow immediately from (0) using weakening. To derive Dk ,

assuming Dj for j¡k, we Hrst derive clauses
(9) ¬pj; k ∨ ¬ql; k ∨ Dk

for j �= l, j; l¡k. To derive (9), we need to derive several clauses.
Fix i and l and assume w.l.o.g. ei =0. From (6b) and (2) we get ¬ql; k∨¬vi; k∨¬y0;i;l.

Resolving with Dl we get
(10) ¬ql; k ∨ ¬vi; k ∨ (Dl\{y0;i;l}).

From (7b) and (8b) we get
(11) ¬ql; k ∨ ¬vi; k ∨ ¬yei′ ;i′ ;l ∨ yei′ ;i′ ;k ,
for all i′ �= i. Resolving (10) with clauses in (11) we get ¬ql; k ∨¬vi; k ∨(Dk\{y0;i;k}).

Using weakening we get
(12) ¬pj; k ∨ ¬ql; k ∨ ¬vi; k ∨ Dk .
Having these for all i, we can resolve with (8a) and get (9).
To get Dk from (9), Hrst resolve with (3a) to get pl; k ∨ ¬ql; k ∨ Dk . Then resolve

with (4) to get ¬ql; k ∨ Dk . Finally resolve with (3b) and get Dk .
We have shown that if & is satisHable, then there exists a proof of  the size of

which is polynomial in the size of & and m. Let m′ be the polynomial bound on this
proof; we can compute this bound without having the proof of  . Thus, if we deHne
the reduction by (&; 1m) 
→ ( ; 1m

′
), the set SAT ∗ will be mapped into REF(R).

The following operation on pairs, clearly, deHnes the meet in the lattice of degrees
of pairs,

(A; B) ∧ (C;D) = (A× C; B× D):
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Given a pair (A; B) we can thus form a symmetric pair by taking (A; B)∧ (B; A). This
symmetrization satisHes the following stronger property: there exists a polynomial time
computable isomorphism that transposes the sets in the pair. An example of a concrete
pair that has this property is BMS. We observe that the symmetry of a pair implies
that there is an equivalent pair, namely (A; B) ∧ (B; A), with the stronger property.

Proposition 4.2. If (A; B) is symmetric, then (A; B) and (A; B)∧(B; A) are polynomially
equivalent.

Proof. (A; B)∧ (B; A) is always reducible to (A; B) by the projection on the Hrst coor-
dinate. Let f be a polynomial reduction of (A; B) to (B; A). Then x 
→ (x; f(x)) is a
polynomial reduction of (A; B) to (A; B) ∧ (B; A).

Consequently, there is a pair of disjoint NP sets that has this stronger symmetry
property and that is polynomially equivalent to the canonical pair of Resolution.

5. Open problems and further research topics

Our Hrst result shows that seemingly diPerent pairs may be in fact equivalent. Our
second result shows that the canonical pair of Resolution is equivalent to a very sym-
metric pair. This gives some hope that a nice combinatorial characterization of the
degree of the canonical pair of Resolution and other systems may be found. If the
systems are natural and robust, there should be simple combinatorial principles on
which they are based. Ideally, we would like to prove that some canonical pair is
polynomially equivalent to some combinatorially deHned pair. At present we only have
reductions of cryptographic pairs to canonical pairs of proof systems [10,4], but we do
not have converse reductions. We do not have any reductions from canonical pairs to
pairs deHned in another way.
An important problem is to decide if the canonical pairs of weak systems are polyno-

mially separable. In particular, prove or disprove (using plausible complexity theoretical
assumptions) that the canonical pair of Resolution is polynomially separable. If it were
polynomially separable, it might have practical consequences for automated theorem
proving (see Lemma 3.3).
In this paper we have considered a concept of reduction between pairs that corre-

sponds to many one reductions between sets. One can deHne also the concept corre-
sponding to Turing reductions:

De�nition 5. (A; B) is polynomially Turing reducible to (C;D), if there exists a poly-
nomial time oracle Turing machine M such that MA separates (A; B) for every oracle
A that separates (C;D).

With this deHnition of reduction, it should be possible to show the equivalence of
more pairs, e.g., every (A; B) is polynomially Turing equivalent to (B; A). Furthermore,
given a pair (A; B), deHne PA;B

0 ; PA;B
1 by (x1; : : : ; xn)∈PA;B

i iP x1; : : : ; xn ∈A∪B and the
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parity of the number of xj’s such that xj ∈Aj is i. It is an easy exercise to show that
this pair is polynomially Turing equivalent to (A; B).
It would be interesting to learn more about the lattice of degrees of disjoint NP

pairs. We know about this structure even less than we know about the degrees of
proof systems. Does there exist the biggest element in it?, how is this question related
to the same question about the degrees of proof systems?, etc.
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